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This informational text explains how different genes, or instructions for how we look, are stronger than
others. It explains how gene types, or alleles, can be dominant (strong) or recessive (weak), as well as how
different alleles combine to make people look the way they do. As you read, note what comparisons the
author makes between everyday things and scientific concepts.

Romeo and Juliet1 are having a baby boy. They
are trying to guess who the baby will look like.
Romeo has brown eyes and black hair. Juliet has
blue eyes, and blonde hair. Will their son look like
his mom or his dad? Will he look like both of
them? Maybe he won’t look like either of them!

No two people are exactly alike. Our bodies have
many different parts, and each part is built in a
different way. As your body grows, it needs
directions to tell all of these parts how to grow.
Picture your body as a library full of books. Each
book in the library has instructions for a different
body part. There is a book for eye color, a book
for nose shape, a book for hair color, a book for
ear shape and so on. Scientists call each one of
these books a gene. Every person has almost
25,000 genes. This means that your library has
25,000 books of directions for your body.

Genes make us look the way we do. Most people
look like their parents because they get their
genes from their parents. Each of our parents
have their own set of genes, or library of
directions that make them look the way they do.
When two people have a child, the child gets half
of each parent’s genes. The dad’s genes join up
with the mother’s to makes a new person!

Just as we got our genes from our parents, they got theirs from their parents. Genes are passed down
through families from grandparents to parents to children. Inherit means to have something given to
you by your parents. Our genes are given to us by our parents, which means that we inherited them
from our parents. When your mom decides to give you her piano, you have inherited the piano from
her. However, even though she gave you that piano, you might not play it like she plays it. In the same
way, having your parents’ genes does not mean you look completely like them.

[1]

1. Romeo and Juliet are a young couple that gets married in William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet.
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Like a book with two chapters, each of our genes has two parts, or two sets of directions. Parents pass
one set of directions from each of their genes on to their children. Picture your mom and dad each
holding a book with two chapters. The pages of your mom’s book are red and your dad’s are blue. Your
mom and dad each rip their book in half and give one chapter to you. You put the two together and
you now have a book with one red and one blue chapter. The two parts of a gene are called alleles.
Every one of your genes has one allele from your mom’s genes and one from your dad’s; they mix
together and make a new and different book of instructions that tell how to make you.

Body parts can come out looking different ways. That’s why each gene has two sets of directions.
Remember how Romeo has brown eyes while Juliet has blue eyes? That means that Juliet has a book
with a set of directions, or alleles, for making blue eyes and Romeo has a book with a set of alleles for
making brown eyes. However, each of those books has two sets of directions; there are two alleles in
each gene. Some people might have a book for eye color with two sets of brown directions, and some
might have a book with two sets of blue directions. Others might have a book with one brown set of
directions and one blue set of directions.

People with an eye color gene that has two brown alleles will always have brown eyes. The same is true
for two blue alleles. However, we also have people with two different alleles, or sets of directions in
their eye color gene. What color does that make their eyes? If Romeo and Juliet each give their son one
allele from each gene, he will have directions for brown eyes and blue eyes. Which eye color will he
have? How will his body know what color to make his eyes?

The simple answer is that some alleles, or chapters of directions, are stronger than others. When a
baby duck hatches, the first thing it sees is its mom. From that point on it will only follow her. If the
baby duck’s dad comes around, the baby duck will still only follow its mom. Our bodies are the same
way. We will read and follow the strongest set of directions. When one set of directions is stronger than
the other it is called a dominant allele.

Do our bodies ever follow the weaker set of directions? They won’t if the stronger set is there. It’s just
like the mom and dad duck with their baby. The daddy duck may really want his baby to follow him,
but the baby will only follow its mom because it saw her first. What happens, though, if one of the
chapters in a book is not stronger than the other? What if the stronger allele isn’t there? If the mother
duck was not there when the baby duck was born and it saw its dad first, would it follow its dad? Yes!
Sometimes a book can have two weak chapters in it. If a gene has two weak alleles one is not stronger
than the other. The body will read and then follow the weaker set of directions. The weaker set of
directions is called a recessive allele.

Most of the way we look is based on which genes, or chapters, we have, and which are strong and
which are weak. That is why people look so different. It all depends on which directions you have and
how they mix together. Romeo has brown eyes, which come from stronger alleles than Juliet’s blue
eyes. He has black hair, which comes from stronger alleles than blonde hair. However, the genes for
his attached ear lobes are weaker than Juliet’s genes for her free ear lobes. Their son will most likely
have Romeo’s eyes and hair, but Juliet’s ears.

Here are some more sets of stronger and weaker directions:

• Brown eyes are stronger than green eyes and blue eyes.

• Green eyes are stronger than blue.

[5]

[10]
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• Having a pointed hairline is stronger than having a straight hairline.

• Being able to curl your tongue is stronger than not being able to.

• Being able to bend your thumb backwards is weaker than having a straight thumb.

• Having a cleft or split chin is weaker than having a smooth chin.

We can only guess what Romeo and Juliet’s son will look like based on the stronger and weaker
chapters in their books of directions. In truth, the way we look is not that simple. It takes many
different genes all acting together to make a body look the way it does. There might be five different
books that have directions for your nose. Romeo and Juliet’s son could have either one of his parent’s
nose or, a mix of each, or it could be completely different. He might even have his great Uncle Melvin’s
crooked nose. It all depends on what sets of directions he gets, how they mix together, and which ones
are weak or strong.
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[RI.2]

[RI.3]

[RI.1]

[RI.5]

Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. Which of the following best identifies a central idea of the text?
A. People look the way they do because they have a set of instructions called genes

that they inherit.
B. People inherit books from their parents that tell them how they should grow

and act.
C. Romeo and Juliet would have very beautiful children because they are both

beautiful.
D. People look the way that they do because they inherit their behavior from their

parents.

2. PART A: Which of the following best describes the relationship between dominant and
recessive alleles?

A. People need two copies of a dominant allele for that trait to be expressed.
B. People need two copies of a recessive allele for that trait to be expressed.
C. When people have one dominant and one recessive allele, the recessive allele is

usually expressed.
D. People always have either a set of two dominant or two recessive alleles.

3. PART B: Which phrase from the text best supports the answer to Part A?
A. “Our genes are given to us by our parents, which means that we inherited them

from our parents.” (Paragraph 4)
B. “We will read and follow the strongest set of directions.” (Paragraph 8)
C. “If a gene has two weak alleles one is not stronger than the other. The body will

read and then follow the weaker set of directions.” (Paragraph 9)
D. “Romeo has brown eyes, which come from stronger alleles than Juliet’s blue

eyes.” (Paragraph 10)

4. How does paragraph 5 contribute to the author’s explanation of alleles?
A. It explains how people usually inherit two alleles from each of their parents.
B. It explains how people inherit the strongest possible allele from each parent.
C. It explains how people inherit one allele from each parent at random.
D. It explains how alleles are complex and confusing, like books.
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[RI.2]5. A person’s mother has blue eyes, brown hair, and a cleft chin. The person’s father has
brown eyes, blond hair, and a cleft chin. Explain what the person may look like and
why each trait comes out the way it does.
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Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. Which of your traits do you think are dominant? Which of your traits do you think are
recessive? To test this, check your eye color, hair color, whether you can curl your tongue,
and so on!

2. Think about how your parents look and whether they have any different traits. Which
parent do you take after? Does this mean that the trait you got is likely dominant or
recessive?

3. Why do you think we get two allele copies, one from each parent? Why not both from one
parent or both from both parents?
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